
Draft thoughts on selecting LSST 
DDFs	



Purpose of this presentation	

To hear the SAC’s reactions to these draft thoughts on how to proceed with LSST DDF 
selection – timing, process, and priorities.  SAC and Project Science Team feedback will 

be combined to generate a mature plan for review this Fall.	
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Aug 2016 thoughts on LSST DDF selection	

The four pre-selected fields are motivated by extragalactic and cosmology science cases.  
With their nominal cadences, they will require 3.5% of LSST’s observing time. 	

2 of the 4 LSST science pillars (Milky Way, Solar System) are not addressed by these 
pointings.  The observing strategy payoff on time domain has not yet been fully explored.  	

DDFs weren’t formally selected from the 2011 proposals, and the original call for 
proposals was only open to members of science collaborations.  At that time, 
membership was only open to scientists at LSST member institutions.	

Time to revisit DDF selection: e.g. JWST call for proposals is around the corner, WFIRST 
and Euclid planning, and the recently wrapped up Kavli study of the OIR resources needed 
to maximize LSST science (which included some consideration of the science enabled by 
DDFs – report to be released in ~month).	
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Tensions and Tradeoffs	

The highest impact science in 2022-2032 will be different than in 2017.	

Its not yet known how much LSST time will be devoted to DDFs - Observing strategy 
decisions will be taken to maximize LSST’s science output; the community is still 
generating metrics to quantify science payoff.	

Running this process takes time – If it’s a priority, must properly resource the activity	

DDF observing strategy and pointings could impact construction decisions [see next slide] 
- Although there is likely little wiggle room; Priority must be on delivering the basics. 	

Selecting DDF pointings sooner than later will enhance their overall science output – 
Coordinate with other facilities, Community can prepare for related science [see Kavli 
report]	
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DDF Technical Considerations	

Minimum Exposure time – Science Requirements Document stretch goal is 1s; design 
spec is 5s.	

Filter change frequency – 4 filter changes per night is the baseline requirement.  A change 
request on this Camera requirement may allow “a once-per-night burst of 6 changes 
spaced by 3 minutes, and a (rare) night with an exchange every 10 minutes (6 per 
hour)” [S. Ritz]	

*Data Management limitations - DPDD states that no code development or extra CPU 
cycles will be deployed for DDF analysis (including reconfiguring the pipelines to do a 
shift-and-stack search for TNOs).  Could this be relaxed, e.g. if a DDF team brings code 
development to the table?  Or if the additional CPU cycles and/or slowdown in alert rate are 
deemed acceptable?	
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Proposed Way Forward	

To open up our DDF selection process to LSST's entire data rights community, and to 
enable LSST's other science pillars in the selected DDFs, we propose to open a call to the 
community for new DDF proposals in ~Fall 2016 with a deadline in ~Spring 2017.  	

Primary proposed outcomes - Selection of a limited set of additional DDF pointings with 
(notional) observing strategies, with a priority ranked list of “backup” DDFs to be 
observed, time permitting.   Milky Way and Solar System science should be prioritized.	

Secondary proposed outcome – Maturation of the observing strategy planned for the pre-
selected extragalactic DDFs.	
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Types of Proposals	

We may want to allow proposers to flag their proposal as belonging to one of:	

•   a specific pointing(s) that is (relatively) agnostic of the detailed observing strategy	

•   a specific observing strategy to enable specific time domain science, that is relatively 
agnostic of the pointing – e.g. proposed strategies for the egal fields	

•   an integrated program with science that hinges on the pointing/detailed observing 
strategy combination.	

Could separately rank “observing strategy only” proposals from those that specify 
pointing(s).	
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Proposed Roles of the SAC	

Advice on wording and advertising of the Call for Proposals.	

Recommendations to the Director about DDF selection will be made by the SAC, as 
guided by selection criteria set by the Project Science Team (PST), e.g. in consideration of 
the limiting technical criteria.  The Director can further consult with the PST 	

In addition to merit ranking the proposals, the SAC should give suggestions for combining 
proposals into single DDF programs, and giving suggestions for maturation of the current 
notional extragalactic observing strategy. 	
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Proposal ranking criteria	

Satisfy minimum technical requirements [evaluated by PST or designates], including 
coming in under a “rule of thumb” amount of total observing time (< ~1%, e.g. 250-300 
hours of time, including overhead) 	

Ranking criteria for DDF selection [For the SAC to evaluate]: �
(i) Select an ensemble that will maximally enable LSST’s diverse science objectives.  
Functionally, this means that Solar System and Milky Way science will be prioritized for 
pointing selection, with Time Domain science likely driving the detailed observing 
strategies; �
(ii) Provide a legacy dataset that will inform the development of and/or add scientific value 
to data from other astronomical facilities; �
(iii) Observable by other flagship facilities on ground and in space.	
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